Hard Surface Sealant
Cleans, seals and protects
hard surfaces

Helps to reduce
microbial build-up
on surfaces for
up to 6 months!

• Kills up to 99.99% of bacteria and viruses

HO6Mc

• Helps prevent cross infection risk

HO6Mc Hard Surface Sealant creates a microbiota barrier
seal that helps to prevent cross infection by creatng a hostile
environment for pathogens and biofilm (see over).
Why use HO6Mc hard surface sealant?
Environmental surfaces contaminated with pathogens can be sources
of indirect transmission. Therefore, cleaning and disinfection are
common interventions focused on reducing contamination levels.
Viruses are the most common cause of infectious disease acquired in
the indoor environment in hospitals, schools, work environments and
households causing considerable impact on human health.
COVID-19 has provided horrific insights into the mechanics of contagion
and cross infection globally. Viruses are attached to droplets of
moisture which move from the infected person via the air to high risk
touch points.

How does HO6Mc hard surface sealant work?
HO6Mc Hard Surface Sealant offers multiple modes of action
including anti-adhesion, surface moisture control, surface roughness
or smoothness and related molecular forces which inhibit the growth
of micro-organisms such as bacteria and viruses.
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The image to the left is of a surface under a microscope which displays areas where
bacteria can multiply.
By sealing these sub-atomic surface valleys and craters we create pathogen anti-adhesion
points, which together with customised moisture repellent and related molecular forces,
inhibit the growth of bacteria and viruses, resulting in a reduced risk of cross infection.
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Where can H06Mc Hard Surface Sealant be used?
HO6Mc Hard Surface Sealant is ideal for smooth non-absorbent surfaces and can be applied to all high-risk touch points, including:
Door Handles

Stair Rails

Switches

Mobile Phones

Credit Cards

Elevator Buttons

Loo Seats

Touch Screens

Shopping Trolleys

Payment Terminals

How long does the protective coating last?
This technology is a robust barrier designed to inhibit the growth of microbes and pathogens using
natural ingredients. The carrier is alcohol which quickly evaporates once the seal is applied to the
surface. Barrier efﬁcacy guaranteed to last six months depending on normal use and abrasion.
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